CUTS

COLOUR

Our talented Stylists interpret the Head
latest trends for women, men and Stylist
children, adapting them to suit your Peter
individual style.

Salon
Stylist

Ladies cut and blow dry

£48

£30

We live, love and perfect colour. Let us Head
offer you a consultation today. All clients Stylist
must have a skin allergy test 48 hours Peter
prior to a technical appointment, unless a
technical service has been carried out in
this salon in the last six months.

Complete restyle

£58

£45

Full head hi/low light’s

£110

£85

Men’s cut and finish

£32 £18.50

Half head hi/low lights

£70

£50

Beard shaping

£10

£5

T-section hi/low lights

£50

£35

Under 10s

£15

£10

Under 16s

£25

£15

Short b/dry

£25

£20

Long blow dry

£35 £28.50

FINISH

Salon
Stylist

What are highlights?
Partially or fully applied throughout the hair, highlights are
a great way to brighten your natural base or create depth.
Choose from a variety of colours and appearances, from
bold to natural.
Bailage

£70

£50

Ombre incudes toner

£90

£75

Our Drying and Styling offers timeless looks for any
occasion, to suit all hair lengths and textures, from
glossy and sleek, to volumized and tousled
Hair up from

£45

£30

Wedding Trials from
£45
£30
From classic up dos to boho down dos, we will create
the perfect wedding hairstyle, whether you are the
bride, a bridesmaid or a guest of honour...
Smart bond + blow dry

£55

£40

Traditional mask treatment + shiatsu
massage and blow dry

£50

£40

Incorporate latest technology into your blow-dry with
SMART BOND Or a mask
The result will leave your hair feeling softer, stronger
and looking shinier

What is a balayage or ombre?
Applied freehand to the surface of the hair to create
texture and frame the face, this multi-tonal effect gives
the ultimate sun-kissed or dramatic look to natural or precoloured hair.
What is the difference between highlights and balayage?
Balayage/Ombre in the traditional form is known for
producing natural results – colour is often softer at the
root area and brighter towards the end. It is great for
lower maintenance hair colour or adding subtle soft hints.
Highlights using a foil/mesh will give you maximum lift
and high definition colour. This is perfect for anyone who is
looking for bright, highly visible colour. If you want to see
contrast and high definition colour, then foils are for you.

Toners

£20

£20

£52

£48

A toner takes away unwanted brassy
tones and can also be used for fashion
pastel shades
New full head tint
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Regrowth tint

£45

£45

Regrowth tint & creative slicing

£48

£43

Semi permeant colour

£45

£45

What is a tint?
Even colour from roots to ends, for lightening, darkening
or changing the tone of your hair, while creating shine.
This can be done via a high-maintenance ‘Tint’ in which a
full head of base colour is applied or a lower maintenance
‘Semi permeant colour which maintains colour, corrects
discolouration and can add tone to your existing colour.
Suitable for white coverage.
Half head hi/low lights + tint
T section + tint/ semi

£110

£75

£75 £64.50

What are tints and highlights?
Creating soft contrast and texture this technique adds
Global Colour with added highlights or lowlights,
depending on the look you want to achieve.
Suitable for white hair coverage
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Colour correction by quotation / consultation
Pre pigment treatment

£35

£35

What is a colour correction?
A correction can be adding gloss back in to over processed
dry hair or colour matching roots to ends, in some cases
we can take you back to natural colour lift out dark
stained hair – a pre pigment treatment is to rebalance
you’re under tones
Perming from quotation / consultation

£70

£70

What is a Perm?
A perm is a process where your hairstylist treats your hair
to alter the structure and permanently wave or curl your
hair.
Smart bond additional to colour

£20

£20

What is SMART BOND?
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Smart bond from L’Oréal Professional, is a treatment
designed to be the ultimate bond strengthening tool,
helping protect hair by minimising any potential hair
damage during processes such as lightening and colouring.
The result will leave your hair feeling softer, stronger and
looking shinier.
Traditional mask treatment with shiatsu
massage

£20

£20

What is Shiatsu Massage
The word shiatsu means finger pressure, we will apply
your mask treatment and then you will receive a fingertip
massage to relax and invigorate you while your mask is
worked in to your hair
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